Processing of rework materials

The two-roll plasticiser (TRP)

sizesfor a larger number ofspecialised tyres,

A new processtechnology closesa gap in the processingof
rework materials in the tyre industry

collect this materialin orderto be ableto re-

the absolute amount of rework material is
increasing worldwide. This creates a need to

turn it to the production line by meansof a
reproducibleand economical rework process.

The TRPReworker is a resource-saving technology for the economical processing

of rework materials basedon the two-roll plasticiser (TRP)with integrated roll-ex
gear pump. In an automatic process, unvulcanised rubber compounds are processed

State-of-the-art

particularly gently and continuously in order to return this rework material to the
production process. In tyre production compound waste is unavoidable due to the

During the rework processthe material is

process.This material should be reworkedwith regardto the issuesof sustainability
and the economical handling ofvaluable resources.and not least becauseof the high
raw material costs. Basedon the Uth TRPtechnology,the company has developedthe

first plasticised, homogenisedand then dis-

TRPReworker.This new process technology combines the proven methods in rubber
processing such as cracking, homogenising and discharging, thus closing a gap in the
processing of rework materials. The concept is based on TRPtechnology and comprises three zones along the length of the roll, resulting in a continuous, reproducible and
fully automated process.

take place cyclically in the sameproduction

charged so that it can be blended with fresh

material. Today the reprocessingsteps often
lines in which the preliminary products are
also manufactured, e.g., internal mixer or
open mill lines (fig. 1 and fig. 2).
The use of open mills has been proven

Introduction
The tyre is a complex high-tech product consisting of over ten different rubber

compounds and over twenty components.

quality intermediate product so that it can

to ensure good temperature control and

be returned to the production process.A ma-

is therefore particularly well-suited for a

terial-friendly preparation processis crucial

material–friendly

- the better the quality, the higher the return rate. With smaller and smaller batch

to the cycIËcalaccumulation of rework ma-

reprocessing process. Due

terial. the entire process has to be carried

For this reason, tyre production is a very
complex and high-precision process. During

Fig. 1:

1nternatmixer line

Fig. 2:

Open-millline

the individual processsteps a considerable
amount of base material residues falls to
waste.Thisso-called rework material consists

of high-qualityraw materials.In termsof
sustainability and the economical handling

of valuable resourcesand not least because
of the high raw material costs,it should not
be disposed of. Tyre manufacturers are pur-

suing the worthwhile aim of processingthis
material as gently as possible into a high-
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out manually, which increasesthe risk potential for the operator. In addition. repro-

skills in controlling the open mill process.
The reprocessing of rubber compound in

ducible quality is difficult to ensure.as it

the internal mixer line is better to control

technology side. the rework material experiences relatively high shear forces and

depends on the operator's experience and

than the open mill lines and causeslessrisk

thus increasedtemperatures which can fur-

for the operator. However, on the process

ther harm the material that is already under stress. To ensure a gentËe process. the

Feeding zone

internal mixer must be set at quite a slow
rotor speed which results in comparatively
Dischargingzone

long mixing times. The cost efficiency of the
cyclic reprocessing process is also lessened
by high energy and space requirements as

well as the cost of machine minutes for the
entire mixing line.

Basic principles of TRPtechnology
The two-roll plasticiser (TRP)with integrated gear pump from Uth has been established as a solution which meets these

roll-ex gear pump
with strainer head

requirements. The automatic and continu-

andtube die

ous process combines proven technologies in

rubber processingsuch as cracking. homogFig. 3:

enising and discharging. The basic principle is

The basic principle of

based on an open-roll system combined with

TRP technology

the roll-ex gear pump technology.

The compact system consists of three

zoneslocatedalongthe length of the roll
(fig. 3). In the feeding zone materials of various types and shapes. such as slabs, sheets
or shaped profi les, can be fed by a conveyor.

During the processa mechanically effected

transformation takes placein the nip of the
homogenisationzone in which the material
is plasticisedand homogenised(fig. 4). According to the roll-exTRF principle, the ma-

terial is then directly extruded in the discharging zone. The manual intervention of
Fig. 4:
Homogenisationof the
compoundon the nip of
the open-mill

an operator in the process area is therefore
no longer required and is also prevented by a

full housingof the processingarea.Thefinal
outcome is a safe. controlled and continuous
homogenisation processwith reproducible
results. Due to the modular concept, the TRP

offers the option of an integrated gear pump
extruder for the gentle fine-mesh straining
of the material.
The basis for a gentle rework process is

a controlled temperature development
(fig. 5). In TRP process technology, this is
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Straining

Fig. 5:
Temperature
profile
alongthe rolls

guaranteed by temperature zones that can
be set differently acrossthe entire length of
the rolls. Good homogenisation and plastifi-
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cation performance is achieved by mechan-

ical transformation of the compound. The

with a hardness of 60 Shore A and a Mooney

slabs can be fed directly from a pallet using
a slab feeder and cutting device.

viscosity of 75 units. All the rework materials
deriving from these components can be easi-

requiredfriction, which increasesthe plasticising performance,can be optimised for
the respective processby meansof different rollerspeeds and gap adjustments. A roll
design. which is especially designed for the

ly reworked in the plasticising unit. The same

The plasticising unit

also applies to ply- or inner liner compound.

The plasticising unit of the TRPReworker

The TRPdischarging zone

rework process.also enablesan axial material transport from the feeding zone to the

is basedon the processtechnology of the

dischargingzone.

ly tailored to the reworkprocess.enablesthe

The discharging zone of the plasticising

processingof materials with different rheo-

unit is basedon the proven roll-exTRFprin-

logical properties.Common rework materials
in the tyre industry are. for example. truck

ciple (two–roll feeding unit). The following
gear extruder is actively fed by two tem-

or car tread compounds with a hardness of

perature-controlled rolls. When the material
leaves the roll-nip, the feed pressureis gen-

Design of the TRPReworker
system

two-roll plasticiser. A feeding zone. especial-

60 – 70 Shore A and a Mooney viscosity of

plasticiser, a sys-

50 – 60 units, sidewall compound with a

tem solution has been developed to meet

hardnessof 40– 55 ShoreA and a Mooney

erated which is necessaryto completely fill
the teeth of the gear pump. In the material

the demandsof the reworkprocessin the

viscosity of 50– 60 units or apex material

discharge zone, the temperature of the ma-

Based on the two-roll

tyre industry (fig. 6). In addition to the core
component, the plasticising unit, the modu-

Fig. 6:

Thecompletesolution– TRPReworker

lar concept consistsof several systemcomSlab feeder

ponents and thus enables application-specific solutions.

Feeding conveyor

Metal detector
Crosscutter

Hopper

Control pane

The feeding unit

TRP

Loadingconveyor
_ifting table

Rework materials such as treads. sidewalls

or profiles usually are varying in geometry
and piece weight. A continuous homogenisation process is, however, necessary for a
controlled processand reproducible results.

TZU ’s

Cooling area

The discontinuous feeding is coupled with
a continuous process by the feeding unit.

The material is first transported to a weighing and cutting devicevia a horizontal beIt
conveyor before it passesthrough the metal

detector and is then fed to the plasticising
unit via an ascending conveyor.Alternatively,
Fig. 7:

Gear pump extruder with two-roll feeder

Fig. 8:

TRPReworker 2800 with integrated gear pump

The meaning of fine-mesh straining
Fine-meshstraining is the fine filtration of rubber or silicone compounds.Impurities are retained in a screen and removed from the material flow. Depending
on the compound quality and mesh size,pressuresof several hundred bar are

requiredfor this process,
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terial can be modified by means of a separate

The gear extruderswork on the principle

mately 100 'C and due to the relatively slow

temperature-controlled zone (fig. 5) which
provides additional temperature variations
for subsequent processes.

of positive displacement pumps. At the en-

speeds,e.g., between 5–9 m/min in the case

tering side of the pump the material is retracted. transported in the spacewidth of

of a sheet extrusion, the cooling sections can

be of relatively compact dimensions.

two inter-combing gearsand then displaced

from thesespacesby the inter-locking of the

The strainer gear pump unit
In the standardconfiguration a roll-ex

gears.Thisdisplacement results in the building of pressureand further material trans-

The state of development and

future outlook

port (fig. 7).

gear pump-strainer unit is positioned under

The TRPtechnology has established itself

the TRPdischarging zone. The gear pump

in the tyre industry as an alternative solu-

and the strainer head can be hydraulically

The cooling section

tion for the processing of rework materials.

The TRP Reworker of the size of the 2800

swivelledaway from the TRPfor cleaning
and screen changing purposes.Temperature

The rubber compound can be cooled in

model has a throughput of 2.500 kg/h and

sensorsrecord the temperature in the dis-

conventional cooling systems. Depending on

thus meets the usual rework requirements in

charging zone of the plasticising unit (in

the form of the dischargedcompound, canti-

a tyre factory (fig. 8). Other sizesand de-

front of the gear pump) and in the strainer
headto allow monitoringof the temperature

lever cooling sections or classic batch-off sys-

signs can provide options for other process-

tems are suitable for palletising sheets.Since

ing tasks in rubber and silicone processing.

development.

the temperaturesof the batchesare approxi-

such as preheating. mixing and discharging.

Process requirements
• Feeding ofrubber compound or rework
material with different specifications
and shapes
• Sufficient plasticisation and homogenisation with gentle material treatment
• Good access to the processing area for

cleaning and material change
• Reproducible and automated process-

Advantages of the TRP Reworker

• During rework processthe material is processedparticularly gently and continuously
with very good temperature control.
• Automated processesfor reproducible results.
• The system has a modular design: an integrated roll-ex gear pump with the option of
fine-mesh straining allows discharge of the material in different shapes.
• The process area is completely enclosed and thus ensures a high level of work safety.

• Due to the compact, space-saving design, space costs can be reduced.
• Good access to the system components for cleaning and compound changes.

ing with minimum of operator work-

• Up to 50 oh energy savings compared to existing processes.

load

• At least 5 tilo of raw materials in tire production can be saved by using the TRPtechnology.

• 98 o/oof the process-relatedwaste can be returned to the tire manufacturing process.

• InternationalTrade
in Raw Materials, Machinery & Products Free of Charge.

• Daily News
from the Industrial Sector and the PlasticsMarkets.

• Current Market Prices
for Plastics.
• Buyer’s Guide
for Plastics& Additives,Machinery& Equipment,
Subcontractorsand Services.

• Job Market
for Specialistsand ExecutiveStaff in the PlasticsIndustry.

tor the
Industry
p\asücs
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